AFFORDABLE SECURITY SYSTEMS

Features "At A Glance"
All the cellular sensors you need. Sensors can
be up to 400-500 feet from the base station.
Cellular allows your home/office security
system to communicate quickly with our
monitoring center—and it means you do not
need to have a phone line. We include it free of
charge. (Most companies require you to buy
additional equipment and charge up to $55 per
month for cellular monitoring whereas we
ONLY CHARGE $15 per month (monitoring is
also optional).
No contract. If you choose to use our
monitoring service, you just pay as you go.
Easily cancel anytime (just call us), with no
termination fees or hassle.
Police dispatch, professional monitoring, and
phone alerts... at an optional cost that's
incredibly low.
Premium Lithium Batteries Last 5 Years. You
can easily replace them or we can replace them
every five years. And it works in power
outages, because it's not dependent on the
power grid.

Pet-friendly. Works great with pets of all
sizes. Most pets less than 30-50 pounds
won't be detected by the Motion Sensor.
Place our sensor 5 feet off the ground, and
your cats or small dogs can laze or race
around without triggering an alarm.
Ease of use. When you leave, press the
"Away" button to fully activate all of your
home
security
system's
sensors.
Use "Home" mode for partial activation of
your system—all sensors except your
Motion Sensors will be armed.
The most affordable security systems you
have ever seen. That is why it gets the
thumbs-up from design-conscious pros like
Elle Decor.
Four layers of defense. The system has some
ingenious ways of out-foxing even the most
intelligent burglar.
Three guarantees. We take all the risk,
because we know from experience how
happy you will be with your new alarm.
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AFFORDABLE SECURITY SYSTEMS
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PACKAGE PRICE

$779.99

$559.99

$429.99

1

ADDITIONAL SENSORS
Entry Sensor (protection for doors and windows)
We recommend you purchase an Entry Sensor for your front and back doors and any windows you
want to protect on the FIRST floor of your home.

$59.99

Motion Sensor (detects the heat emanating from a burglar's body)
Its field of vision detects motion within 30 feet and spreads a 90° blanket of protection across a
room. This unit is also engineered not to detect pets under 50 lbs.

$59.99

Smoke Detector (firefighters straight to your door)
Triggers when a fire is still smoldering, before it blocks exits and does large-scale damage. Loud
system-wide sirens jolt everyone awake and out of the house.

$59.99

Carbon Monoxide Detector (sniff out deadly gas leaks)
Detects poisonous CO long before it endangers your family. Experts recommend CO detectors be
placed outside sleeping areas and on every floor of your home.

$69.99

Panic Button (press it to instantly trigger an alarm)
If you are at home during an intrusion, press this to instantly trigger your alarm—we will send the
police to the rescue.

$39.99

Keychain Remote (a handy key fob for arming your system)
Makes arming and disarming your security system as easy as locking your car. It also has a panic
button to instantly trigger your alarm.

$54.99

Extra 105dB Siren (the burglar blaster)
At 4X louder than your Base Station's built-in siren, this Extra Siren will scare any burglar—they will
think a freight train just landed in your living room.

$79.99

Extra Keypad (The safest keypad in the industry)
Arm or disarm your system using up to 5 PIN codes. Place it by your door and it will beep to trick
burglars, while your Base Station secretly sends the alarm signal.

$89.99

Freeze Sensor (prevent costly damage from bursting pipes)
Will trigger an alarm whenever your home temperature falls below 41°F, giving you early warning
of potential bursting pipes.

$49.99

Water Sensor (prevent costly damage from leaks and floods)
Undetected floods and leaks can lead to nasty mold infestations, ruined carpets, warped wood
floors, damaged cabinetry and more.

$49.99
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AFFORDABLE SECURITY SYSTEMS
WHICH PLAN SUITS YOUR NEEDS?
INTERACTIVE

STANDARD

ALERT

NONE

24/7 Live Alarm Monitoring







To get the most
out of your
security system,
we do recommend
monitoring.

SMS/Email Alerts
But if you are not
ready to subscribe
today, no problem!




Your alarm will
function as a local
alarm.

Remote Controls
Don’t worry, if you
change your mind
later you can
subscribe to one
of our plans at that
time.



Secret Alerts

Cellular Connection


No Contracts, No Commitments.
No Hidden Fees.
(Cancel or downgrade anytime)





$24.95/Mo. $14.95/Mo. $19.95/Mo.
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